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1.0 Executive Summary  

Energy Safety Canada (ESC) is pleased to present the following report on the delivery of 2021 activities in 
British Columbia (BC). ESC’s office in Fort St. John serves the oil and gas industry in BC and Northern 
Alberta, providing the region with safety resources and training. 
 
2021 was another year of facing the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic. ESC continued to deliver on 
commitments defined by its Strategy Articulation Map (SAM) while remaining focused on supporting industry, 
delivering some of the most successful products and services it has produced in recent times. 
 
Energy Safety Canada BC (ESC BC) hosted several events on key industry issues including, naturally occurring 
radioactive material (NORM), BC regulations updates, expectations for operation of work camps to manage 
COVID risks, and an examination of injury data and areas of focus in the ESC BC funding classification units 
(CUs). 
 
ESC BC completed 27 employer consultations to help companies improve their safety goals and performance. 
ESC BC also continued its support of all regional industry employers throughout the year, providing training 
and COR services and sharing additional safety resources and best practices.  
 
The ESC BC office is focused on strengthening relationships with key stakeholders within industry, 
government, and the health and safety community. In 2021, BC staff met with regulators to stay up to date 
on legislative changes and issues, participated in key industry meetings, and provided numerous 
presentations to industry groups.   
 
ESC BC will expand its industry awareness campaign in 2022 by addressing health and safety in the areas of 
hazardous exposures and musculoskeletal injuries and continue with its successful employer consultation 
program. These and other planned activities will ensure continuous improvement of safety in the Canadian 
oil and gas industry. 
 

 

2.0 Results of the 2021 Health and Safety Association Workplan  

2.1 INDUSTRY SUPPORT SERVICE 

ESC BC offers one-on-one consultations to help oil and gas companies identify potential areas for 
improvement and provide education and awareness on solutions. Support is provided through Industry 
Outreach that includes: online meetings, telephone consultations, data reports, and presentations on 
relevant safety topics.  

 

ESC BC identified and met virtually with 27 employers in 2021. Employers were selected through several 
metrics: Analysis of historical injury data statistics, prior interaction with ESC and level of activity in the 
region.  

2.2 CONFINED SPACE AWARENESS CAMPAIGN 

WorkSafeBC has launched a Confined Space initiative to improve awareness and compliance with confined 
space requirements and to build the capacity for industry to identify and address hazards in a confined 
space. To support this initiative we conducted industry outreach to identify  regional issues related to 
confined spaces and developed a safety bulletin to help raise awareness within industry. It focused on 
identifying commonly overlooked confined spaces in the energy sector. Additional clarification was provided 
on what are called “restricted spaces” in other jurisdictions, pointing out they must be treated as confined 
spaces in BC. Further details offered a categorization method to analyze confined spaces – looking at the 

https://www.energysafetycanada.com/Resource/Safety-Bulletins/2021/Confined-Space-Issue-04-2021
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hazards presented by the space – and the hazards created by the activities taking place within the space. 
This safety bulletin is on the ESC website and was shared at multiple industry meetings conducted in Q4.  

2.3 BEST PRACTICES | DRIVING 

In the past five years, driving related incidents have repeatedly been identified by employers in the oil and 
gas industry as one of the most common types of incidents. ESC examined injury and fatality data over a 10-
year period and found that almost half of the fatalities were transportation related. Further analysis showed 
an inverse pattern of incident count relative to all other injuries. Transportation fatalities have a unique 
distribution over a typical day with three distinct spikes: start of the workday, 6 to 7 am; just before lunch, 
11 am to noon; and end of the workday, 4 to 5 pm. This suggests an increased likelihood for driving fatalities 
to occur when travelling to and from the work site than during on-site duties that involve driving.  
 
A safety bulletin was developed and distributed though the ESC communication channels highlighting these 
data trends and providing resources and guidance for drivers. Feedback has been positive with interest from 
executives who did not realize the proportion of transportation fatalities, and it has been a conversation 
point for industry.  
 

 

3.0 Organizational Capacity Activities 

This section follows the required reporting elements outlined in ESC BC’s approved HSA 2021 Initiatives 
Workplan. 

3.1 IDENTIFY TRENDS AND OPPORTUNITIES 

ESC BC used historical provincial injury data to identify employers to be included in its employer consultation 
program in 2021.  
 
Regional data reports were also generated to identify priorities for the targeted intervention initiative being 
implemented company-wide, which focuses on exposures to hazards.  
 
Various sources of driving related incident data were reviewed to help in shaping the driving initiative for 
2021, as outlined above. 
 

3.2 ESC BC ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

The Advisory Committee is comprised of representatives from industry trade associations and individual BC 
employers. It meets quarterly to review injury statistics, provide insight and support for the HSA workplan 
and budget, and to share updates from industry associations and BC employers.   

3.3 ENHANCE INDUSTRY TRAINING/MEET TRAINING NEEDS OF BC EMPLOYERS 

  

3.3.1 SUPPORTING TRAINING PARTNERS 

ESC BC conducted outreach visits with eight Authorized Training Providers (ATPs) in northeast BC and 
northern Alberta that provide services to BC workers. These meetings promote greater consistency in 
training delivery, early identification of opportunities for improvement, and increased adoption of 
ESC’s standards. 
 
 

https://www.energysafetycanada.com/Resource/Safety-Bulletins/2021/Driving-Fatalities
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3.3.2 TRAINING COURSES 

Oil and gas workers provide an essential service to the industry, and it is critical they receive the 
training needed to work safely. To ensure workers continued to have reliable access to safety and 
training services during the ongoing pandemic, ESC increased its offerings of instructor-led virtual 
courses and offered more self-directed online courses.   
 
Figure 1: Enrolment Year-Over-Year at Energy Safety Canada BC (2016-2021) 
 

  
 
 
H2S Alive® continued to be the most in-demand course offered by ESC BC and its training partners, 
with more than 9,100 students completing the course in 2021. As of December 31, 2021, the top five 
courses in BC based on enrolment numbers were:  
 

1. H2S Alive 

2. Common Safety Orientation (CSO) | Online 

3. Fall Protection 

4. Confined Space Entry and Monitor | Online 

5. Confined Space | Classroom 
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3.3.3 TRAINING SUPPORT 

The office supports local stakeholders by providing sales of training material, allowing individuals to 
use the student computer lab for online courses and exams, providing replacement certificates, and 
renting out its classroom. In 2021, nearly 40 individuals used the student lab, and, between January 
and June, the classroom was rented out almost full-time for delivery of industry training courses.   

3.4 HEALTH AND SAFETY PRACTITIONER MEETINGS 

ESC regularly hosts meetings on emerging safety issues in BC’s oil and gas sector for those working in a health 
and safety role within their organization.  
 
These meetings include regulatory updates, information about new ESC tools, training and resources, and 
other subjects that were determined as timely and relevant to industry employers. 
 
In 2021, four Safety Practitioner meetings were held virtually: 

 
Naturally Occurring Radioactive Material (NORM) Awareness | April 27, 2021 
Presented by Normtek, this well-attended webinar had over 180 participants interested in learning more 
about this prevalent exposure hazard in the oil and gas industry.  The focus was on where NORM can be found 
and best practices for managing the hazard.  
 
Technical Safety BC: What We Do | September 16, 2021 
This webinar was presented by Technical Safety BC, an organization responsible for issuing permits, licences 
and certificates in the province of BC related to electrical equipment and systems, boilers, and pressure 
vessels. During this webinar, 26 registrants learned about the scope of Technical Safety BC’s jurisdiction in 
oil and gas; permitting, licensing and worker qualifications required to do specific types of work; and how to 
report incidents. 
 
Northern Health Pandemic Control Expectations | September 24, 2021 
Due to a sharp increase in the numbers of COVID-19 outbreaks at upstream oil and gas worksites, Northern 
Health worked together with ESC to deliver a webinar on prevention and control of COVID-19. The workshop 
also provided the 124 registrants with information on case and contact management, expectations of 
operators, their roles and responsibilities, and a list of key resources available to assist employers in 
northeast BC.   
 
WorkSafeBC Pre-Drilling Information Session | December 9, 2021 
This year’s WorkSafeBC presentation was once again delivered in partnership with ESC. Eighty-six registrants 
attended this workshop that provided an update on injury statistics in the industry, an overview of incidents 
and compliance issues, and an update on the three-year Oil and Gas High Risk Initiative.  

 
 

4.0 Outreach Activities 

As in much of 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic hampered in-person interactions, so ESC BC continued its 
outreach efforts virtually and participated in the following activities: 

4.1 OUTREACH 

Northeast BC Producer Round Table | Initiated in the spring of 2019, this group met virtually four times in 
2021. The group consists of key safety personnel from owner/operators in northeast BC. Discussion topics 
included arc flash training, vapour plume ignition, TRIF use, MSIs, and bonding/grounding. 
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Vac-Truck Task Group | Initiated in fall of 2019, this group met twice in 2021. Discussion points included the 
implementation of electronic logging devices (ELDs), training issues, competencies, use of scavengers, 
transporting mixed loads, and tank cleaning. This task group folded mid-year due to lack of interest from 
participants. 
 
Ryder Logistics Group Safety Conference Calls | These biweekly meetings provided an opportunity for the 
BC team to increase its presence in and share safety information with employers in the oil and gas trucking 
service sector. Topics presented by ESC BC included 360 walkarounds, accountability, building capacity to 
manage pressure, and distracted driving.   

4.2 SAFETY ALERTS AND SAFETY BULLETINS 

ESC distributes safety alerts and safety bulletins as part of its ongoing communications with industry. Safety 
alerts identify hazards and provide recommendations based on incident investigations. Safety bulletins are a 
proactive method of conveying safety information and preventing incidents. As an organization, ESC 
distributed 15 safety alerts and six safety bulletins in 2021 to more than 4,500 subscribers. The BC 
distribution lists gained 256 new subscribers in 2021 for a total of 2,343 subscribers. 
 
 

5.0 Corporate Highlights 

The organization released six new or revised courses, bringing the catalogue up to 52 training programs. It 
also offered 44 webinars and produced and disseminated a rich set of resources. 2021 saw the continued 
acceleration of ESC’s digital journey with the launch of: 
 

• A brand ambassador site. 

• 6 new or revised online courses and various microlearning content. 

• 44 webinars, with an average of 80 participants per webinar. 

• Over 3 million unique page views on the website and 21% increase in social media followers.  

• PetroLMI, a division of ESC, launched a new CareersInEnergy website and hosted two successful 

online career events. 

• 52 YouTube videos, including Webinars on Demand, with a total of over 27,000 views. 

 
2021 was also a year of enhanced engagement and collaboration. ESC mobilized its Safety Centre of 
Excellence (SCoE) and established communities of practice for industry to share best practices and lessons 
learned. Through the SCoE, global health and safety leaders, experts and safety associations were engaged. 
 
The organization acknowledged the declared state of public health emergency by cancelling the Petroleum 
Safety Conference (PSC) planned for November 23 to 25. To keep the PSC spirit alive, ESC hosted an online 
Safety Summit with international experts speaking on the topic of Human and Organizational Performance. 
This free event drew more than 400 registrations and attracted an international audience.  
 
The dedication and resilience of ESC’s employees and systems made all these achievements possible in 
another year that was dominated by the uncertainty of COVID-19 impacts and restrictions.  
 
 
 

 

https://careersinenergy.ca/
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6.0 Priorities for 2022 

6.1 BC PRIORITIES 

In the coming year, ESC BC will work to deliver the objectives detailed in its 2022 workplan. These include: 
 

• One-on-one consultations with companies in need of support within the five funding CUs. 

• An exposure control initiative offering two workshops and opportunities to meet with an industrial 

hygienist from ESC. 

• Activities designed to increase community presence and collaboration with key stakeholders in the 

region. 

• A musculoskeletal injury (MSI) awareness and education initiative. 

• Delivery of four safety practitioner meetings (virtual and/or in-person) to increase awareness and 

knowledge of industry hazards and controls. 

6.2 CORPORATE PRIORITIES 

ESC undertook the exercise of outlining a five-year SAM following the 2017 merger of Enform Canada and the 
Oil Sands Safety Association (OSSA). The organization will renew this strategic planning exercise in 2022 to 
develop a similar framework for the next five years. 
 
2022 will see continued strategic focus on: 
 

• Improving accessibility of resources on EnergySafetyCanada.com to showcase ESC as a Safety Centre 

of Excellence.  

• Assess use and impact of ESC industry standards. 

• Developing impactful media that supports learning and retention.  

• Expanding virtual, online and blended course delivery offerings. 

• Developing a nationally recognized and harmonized COR program.  

• Creating regional Communities of Practice. 

• Strengthening ESC’s brand and reputation through increased use of services and expertise. 

 

https://www.energysafetycanada.com/


 

  

 


